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POWER6 Chip Overview

- Ultra-high frequency (4.7GHz) dual-core chip
  - 7-way superscalar, 2-way SMT core
  - 9 execution units
    - 2LS, 2FP, 2FX, 1BR, 1VMX, 1DFU
  - 790M transistors
  - 2x4MB on-chip L2
  - On-chip L3 directory and controller (32MB)
  - Two memory controllers on-chip
  - Recovery Unit
  - Scaleable to up to 64-core SMP systems
- Technology
  - CMOS 65nm lithography, SOI
Fault-Tolerance Challenges

- Technology Scaling
  - Increasing rates of hard and soft errors
- Consolidation increases risk and impact of system outage!
  - As size of system and network increases, number of parts and interconnections increases
  - But reliability, availability, and service costs are expected to stay the same!

**POWER6 Goal:** Dramatically increase ability to recover errors without system down time
Reliability and Availability Features **New to POWER6**

- ChipKill Protection
- HW assisted Scrubbing
- Dynamic Redundancy, Bit Steering
- Single cell OS page deallocation
- SUE Handling
- DIMM Level Address Ctrl ECC
- Dynamic I/O Bit Line repair (eRepair)

- A, B, X, Y, Z, Fabric Bus Interface to other MCMs, Nodes
- ECC
- Node Hot Add / Repair
- ECC, SUE Handling
  - Line delete
  - Enhanced Cache Recovery
- Retry for I/D Cache parity errors
- Retry for SRAM/Regfile errors
- Retry for control errors
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POWER6 RAS EXECUTION

- Error Detection and Recovery requirements were specified during the High Level Design phase
- Firmware Recovery assists specified early
- The POWER6 RAS design was a collaboration between the System p and System z processor design teams
- POWER6 shares design methodologies and macros with the System z processor
- Many of the recovery techniques used in POWER6 were initially developed for the System z processor
  - Instruction Retry
  - Alternate Processor Recovery
  - Core checkstop isolation
Functions to protect against Core errors

- **Processor Instruction retry**
  - Retries instructions that were affected by hardware errors
  - Protects against soft errors and intermittent errors

- **Alternate Processor Recovery**
  - If instruction retry encounters a second occurrence of the error. (i.e., Solid defect)
  - Moves workload over to an alternate/spare processor

- **Processor contained checkstops**
  - Limits impact of many processor logic/cmd/ctrl errors to just the processor executing the instruction
Error Detection is first step to Recovery

- 100% ECC protection for caches and interfaces
- >99% of small SRAMs and Register Files parity protected
- Dataflow protection
- Protocol checking between functional units
- Control logic protected by parity and consistency checking
- Floating Point Residue Checking
- Queue management (Underflow/Overflow)
- Architected Registers
- Store Data
Core Recovery

Non Error Case
- Core architected state is check pointed at every instruction completion
- Circuitry checked every cycle

Intermittent Error Case
- Core restarts from last check point

Hard Error Case
- Hypervisor moves workload to an alternate core
Core Checkstop

- High levels of error detection and isolation were specified early in the design cycle
- Core checkstops fall into two categories:
  
  **Recoverable**
  - Core Sparing moves the work to another processor
  
  **Non Recoverable**
  - The partition running on the core at the time of the fault is terminated
  - Other partitions are not affected
Enhanced Cache Recovery

Single bit errors

- Soft errors are purged from the cache to force a refresh of the cell
- Hard errors will result in line delete.

Multi bit errors

- Hardware will purge and delete the damaged location
- Firmware will dynamically de-configure the core attached to the defective cache
System Recovery of Cache UEs

Problem

- POWER6 systems employ System Recovery Code for Uncorrectable Errors detected in the Cache Hierarchy
- If cache location is damaged, the same code being used to recover the initial error could be damaged as well

Solution

- POWER6 has automatic purge and delete for L2 and L3 Cache UEs
- Non-modified lines are re-fetched from Main Store and recovered transparently
- Modified lines are frequently contained to affected application, occasionally resulting in partition outage.
Enhanced Cache Recovery

1) Multi Bit Error Occurs in the Cache

2) Error is detected when a Processor requests the data

3) Modified Data is Cast out to memory with Special ECC Code

4) Bad Cache Line Deleted

5) Processor Fetches recovery code in Response to Poisoned data

6) Recovery Code uses clean location in cache
Dynamic I/O Bit Line repair (eRepair)

Memory Data and Control
- Protected with ECC
- Spare Pins added

If a pin breaks
- Correctable errors are reported
- Transparent to the application
- Data redirected to spare pin
Dynamic Oscillator Failover

- System running on Oscillator 0
- Fault Detected on Oscillator 0
- Switch to Oscillator 1 with no disruption to system operation. Eliminates a single point of failure from the system.
Beam Verification of RAS features

- POWER6 resilience was verified in running systems using two methods of accelerated testing:
  1. Alpha Particle emitters were added to the chip underfill. Used to test Latch and Array resilience
  2. Proton Beams were fired through the chip to test the resilience to high energy radiation
POWER6 System in Beamline

- During the Proton Beam experiments 5662 events were recorded.

  5,651 (99.8%) Full Recovery, transparent
  10 (0.19%) Resulted in a Partition Outage
  1 (0.01%) Resulted in a System Outage
  Equivalent to >1,000,000 years of execution*
Taxonomy of Soft Error Effects

Machine Derating (MD)
- a) Vanished
- b) Recovered
- c) Checkstop
- d) Incorrect Architected state

Injected Faults = N_{IF}

Application Derating (AD)
- 1) Errors not Impacting system
- 2) Software detected
- 3) SDC

MD depends on microarch, Instruction mix
AD depends on application
Process Flow for Derating Analysis

**Proton Experiment**
- Calibrate
- Pass 1
- Power6 Chip
- Pass 2
- Observe errors using Architectural Verification Program
- SFI Validate Experiments
- Compute overall Derating for Application Running on Machine

**Mambo Simulation**
- Inject Random Architectural errors
- Application Derating
- Architectural Simulator Running Application
- Observe effects of Incorrect Architectural State On application
Processor Core Testing

- Static testing 2x2 matrix (L1;L2/0’s;1’s)
  Scan in bit stream pattern to L1 or L2 latches
  0’s or 1’s
- Irradiate the processor with a fixed amount of protons
  Scan out latch values
  Compare input and output values
  Count flips
- Functional testing:
  Start an exerciser to run an instruction stream on processor
  Start irradiating the processor and check for fails.
  Stop irradiation when fail occurs
  Collect rings and trace arrays to determine root cause.
Static SRAM Test Result
Map of Static Latch Flips
Functional Exerciser

- Exerciser runs random sequence of instructions used to validate hardware
- Intermediate results are saved
- Instruction loops repeated and final and all intermediate states are compared
- Enable recovery (field mode)
- Exercise stops when a failure occurs
- Check FIRs (Fault Isolation Registers)
- Redundant loop miscompare indicates SDC event
To measure derating compare SDC rate to reference rate
For latches

- Observe number of static latch flips per MU
  - Scan known pattern into latches
    - Clocks off, 1’s and 0’s
  - Turn on beam for MU_{\text{static}} monitor units
  - Observe number of static latch flips N_{\text{IF-static}}
- Scale by fraction of latches exercised by AVP

\[
\frac{N_{\text{IF-AVP}}}{\text{MU}_{\text{AVP}}} = \frac{N_{\text{IF-static}} \times L_{\text{AVP}}}{\text{MU}_{\text{static}} \times L_{\text{static}}}
\]
Functional Test

• Suppose AVP (architectural verification program) detects 100% of the incorrect architected state

→ Machine derating (MD) for an application with similar instruction mix and CPI is
  \[ 100 \times \frac{1}{0.15} = 667 \]
Mambo Experiment - Method

- Inject incorrect architected state errors in application running on software simulator (Mambo)
- Observe outcome of injected flip
- Performed on AVP and benchmark (bzip2)
Mambo Simulation - Results

• AVP is only 75% effective
  – Uplift vector d) by 100/75 = 1.3X (0.15% uplifted to 0.20%)
  – MD changes from 667X to 667/1.3 ~500X
• Bzip2 has an application derating (AD) of 100/15 = 6.7X
• MD is transferable between applications with similar instruction mix and CPI
Overall Derating for BZip2 on POWER6

Machine Derating (MD)
- a) Vanished
- b) Recovered
- c) Checkstop
- d) Incorrect Architected state

Injected Faults = N_{IF}
- 95.70%
- 95.75%
- 3.5%
- 0.6%
- 0.20%
- 0.15%

Application Derating (AD)
- 1) Errors not Impacting system
- 2) Software detected
- 3) SDC

MD = 100/0.20 = 500X

Overall Derating:
500 * 6.7 = 3400X

AD = 0.20/0.03 = 6.7X
Comparisons to Published Work

• POWER6 provides 100X greater soft error protection than previously published results
  – *Wang et. al. performed similar experiment on 21264
    • No latch protection
    – Validated with statistical fault injection
• Results show that, on average, 3400 random latch flips are required to cause 1 SDC event
• Expected latch flips due to soft errors over the POWER6 program lifetime is much less than 3400
• Therefore, POWER6 customer’s data is protected.

POWER6 Derating Advantage

- Hardware error detection and correction logic
  - SRAM and Regfile cells are protected
  - Error detection and recovery on data flow logic
  - Control checking provides fault detection and stops execution prior to modification of critical data

- Soft error mitigation techniques
  - Extensive clock gating prohibits faults injected in non-essential logic blocks from propagating to architected state
  - Critical state held in soft error resistant latches

- Recovery Unit prevents costly system outages
  - 81% of non-vanished latch flips were recovered
  - 99.96% of core SRAM and Regfile errors were recovered
Statistical Fault Injection: Limitations of Traditional Simulation

- Simulating small portions of the design does not accurately reflect system level derating.
- If simulating a full system, it is difficult to simulate a large number of cycles which are required to allow for recoveries and self-correct at the system level.
- Traditional simulation uses small architectural verification tests rather than realistic workloads. Realistic workloads require full system models that can simulate all aspects of system behaviors (OS, firmware, Full RAS pathways etc).
Hardware Acceleration

• Hardware emulation is the key to reproducing beam experiments. It’s benefits include:
  - Full system models for SER
  - Observability and controllability of design latches and status registers
  - Allows use of realistic workloads and operation in real world environments
  - Simulation of a large number of cycles
  - Statistically significant subset of latch flips can be made
  - Provides analysis and understanding of RAS behavior at all levels: logic, microarchitecture and system level
AwanNG Hardware Acceleration

- Awan consists of a large number of programmable boolean processors
- Highly optimized interconnection network
- Simulation speed orders of magnitude greater than software based simulation
- Used extensively for verification in IBM including: BlueGene, P-series, Z-series etc
- Allows a broadside scan of fault injection to specific latches on an given cycle while the chip is executing a program
- Chip internals are observable and controllable via communication interface and used for status monitoring
Load program and Data

- HW emulated RTL model
  - Complete set of latches

Cycle
Accurate Simulation
- Inject at a random cycle
- Stop at e.g. 500,000 cycles

Inject flip randomly into set of latches
- e.g. all latches to simulate beam expt.

Output all events
- Incorrect state
- Checkstops
- Corrected errors
- Vanished

HW Emulated SFI Method
Reproducing Beam Experiment
# SFI Results for POWER6 System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SFI</th>
<th>Proton Beam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injected Flips</td>
<td>16,817</td>
<td>1748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Vanished</td>
<td>94.98%</td>
<td>95.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Corrected</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Checkstop</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) State Mismatch</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

- World Class RAS Depends on:
  - Hardware
    - Error Detection
    - Error Isolation
    - Error Recovery
  - Firmware
    - Error logging and thresholding
  - Hypervisor
    - Intelligent policy decisions for different error scenarios
    - Tightly interlocked design between hardware, firmware and Hypervisor
- Small investment in chip real estate provided resilience to a wide range of soft and hard errors
- Use of fault injection to validate recovery effectiveness proved to be valuable
- POWER6 continues best of breed UNIX Processor and System RAS
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